
 
 

 

 

Want to Connect to Your Inner Power and Find Your True Life’s Path? Follow this link: 

http://undeniablevision.com/recommends/15manifest/ 

Introduction 

Hey, Weston, here from UndeniableVision.com 

Thanks for taking the time to download this report.  

If you are like me you are always working to focus on your Undeniable Vision. 

I believe in 3 axioms that I focus on daily … 

… Your Inner Power, Never Give Up and Write Your Own Rules. 

Put together they make up the roadmap that I work to follow to stay on my chosen path.  

In this report, I have put together some details that I know will help you focus and more clearly define 

your Undeniable Vision. 

So, let’s get started… 

How to Use Your Inner Power to Get the Guidance You Need 

Your Inner Power is the essence of you. It is the real you or your total soul consciousness. Your Inner 

Power-completes you and is what makes you who you are. Once you understand and start to grasp its 

power it is like having access to your own instruction manual or help center.  

When you access Your Inner Power, you can get the answers you need. You are always connected to 

Your Inner Power, and you might think of Your Inner Power as your voice of reason. 

Your Inner Power Basics 

• Your Inner Power basically has all of the answers to all of the dilemmas and problems you 
experience in life.  

• Your Inner Power has a plan he or she is working off of, and if you can connect with Your Inner 
Power, you can catch a glimpse of this plan.  

• Your Inner Power watches over you continually.  

• However, because you have free will, you often veer from this plan.  

• When you find yourself off-track on the course of your life, Your Inner Power can help redirect 
you. 

What Are Some of the Things Your Inner Power Orchestrates? 

• Your inner power may have orchestrated obstacles and even planned some of the struggles you 

have experienced in this life.  

• Your Inner Power is like your intuition or your inner GPS system.  

• It is always available for you to access, but you may forget to use it. 
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How Can You Connect to Your Inner Power? 

In essence, you are already connected to Your Inner Power; you just don’t realize it. There are a myriad 

of ways you can connect to Your Inner Power:  

• Try listening with your senses. Listen for little voices of intuition or reason. Try visually 

connecting with Your Inner Power by imagining what he or she looks like. You could even imagine what 

his or her touch would feel like. 

• Try journaling; this is a great way to get in touch with Your Inner Power. Simply ask yourself a 

question in your mind or write the question down and ask Your Inner Power for the answer. You may 

receive flashes of insight or be guided to start writing something. 

• Meditating is a great way to get in touch with Your Inner Power because meditation allows your 

mind to slow down enough so that you can make this connection. 

• Visualize – Imagine yourself walking in a beautiful garden or other relaxing place having a 

conversation with Your Inner Power. 

What Does Your Inner Power Look Like? 

• Your Inner Power may take many forms.  

• He or she may look like an older, wiser version of you or he or she may look completely 

different.  

• There is no right or wrong appearance.  

What Can Your Inner Power Help You With? 

• Your Inner Power can help you with just about ANYTHING.  

• Anytime you feel like you have gotten off track, Your Inner Power can help steer you in the right 

direction.  

• You may feel strange at first communicating with Your Inner Power, but once you establish this 

connection, it can feel like a lifeline. 

Bottom Line 

Your Inner Power wants you to be happy and to feel connected. Your Inner Power is intimately aware of 

the lessons and goals you have come here to learn, and he or she will ultimately push you toward them.  

Your Inner Power holds all of your secrets and strengths; all you need to do to access these is to reach 

out in faith.  
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You can establish a connection with Your Inner Power by stating something simple like, “Inner Power, 

please establish a connection with me; I will be open to whatever way you choose to present yourself.” 

Then just be quiet and listen.  

When you are open to Your Inner Power’s guidance, miracles will begin to unfold in your life. 

Does Your Inner Power Have You on Your True Life's Path? 

Your true path is one that has already been chosen for you—your job is to rediscover it by honing in on 

your intuition, your values and your passions in order to live a satisfactory life.  

Using Your Inner Power will allow you to determine what your path is, and how to go about staying on 

it.  

What Is Your Life’s Path?  

• We aren’t just having a spiritual experience; “We are living in spiritual bodies having a sort of 

physical experience on Earth.” 

• What’s your experience going to be? Will you stay true to yourself by honoring your feelings, 

passions and life work, expanding your spiritual consciousness, learning how to respect yourself and 

your body, enhancing your skills and contributing your unique talent to the world?  

• Your life’s path is uniquely set for you and you alone.  

• Your “path” is composed of people, circumstances and situations that no one can handle or 

choose but you. You can’t ever judge others for what they are doing, because their “path” is unique for 

them, just like yours is just for you.  

How Do You Know You’re Being True to Yourself? 

• Recognizing the right vs. wrong path you are on is done with practice. Practice asking yourself 

what feels right and what feels wrong. Does taking that job make you feel peaceful and confident, or 

ridden with worry?  

• Meditate on a question you have about your relationship or career. Ask if you’re making the 

right decision, and ask for some direction. Breathe in and out, and sit still for 20–30 minutes in a place 

where you can listen to the rhythm of your body and mind without being interrupted.  

• What do you truly want in life? Is it to own your own business, or to travel the world? Focus on 

the feelings that come along with certain professions or ways of life. What feelings do they evoke for 

you?  
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How to Detect and Respond to the “Nudge” 

• When you experience a “nudge”—a feeling, curiosity or thought that keeps popping up for 

you—this may mean that you’ve veered slightly off your true life’s path, and that the Universe is 

pointing a direction for you to follow.  

• Listen and respond to those nudges. Be on the lookout for things that don’t feel quite right, or 

patterns of repetition (certain places or things) that keep popping up. That’s a clue that you need to get 

back on track and devote attention to something specific that you have been ignoring!  

Find Joy in Doing the Dishes (and Every Other Moment) 

• Find your true happiness in life by engaging in the small details of your day—doing the dishes, 

sending emails, dusting, driving home …  

• It’s all under your control—whether you stick to your true life’s path or not.  

• Improve your thoughts by reading positive affirmations each morning, such as “I am on the right 

path, and take pleasure in every moment of it!” 

A Few Last Words … 

When you focus, set your intentions and stay in a positive frame of mind, your path will be easy to 

follow.  

It will give you the money you want to make doing what you love, and a life of support and excitement 

along the way. 

Good, bad or indifferent I look forward to hearing from you and working together to find and focus on 

your Undeniable Vision. 

When it comes to making the connection with Your Inner Power and Finding Your True Life’s Path the 

best thing you can do is get yourself a high-quality resource and guide for this most important journey 

alongside your Undeniable Vision.  

If you are serious and feel Your Inner Power pulling you towards it and the need to understand it and 

build a lasting relationship and stay on Your True Life’s Path! 

Then follow this link right away… 

http://undeniablevision.com/recommends/15manifest/ 

 
To your success always, 

Weston I. Nash 

weston@undeniablevision.com 
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